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ABSTRACT 
From my local observations, the everyday military surveillance, an ever-present panopticon, 
perpetuates both conscious and unconscious stress in the lives of those who endure it. In this 
paper I will reflect upon my experiences of a 224-mile pilgrimage that I undertook in 2018, over a 
period of 50 days. It was a daily walk from the front door of my house to the front door of the 
Faslane Nuclear Submarine Base, on the Gare Loch in Scotland. A walking performance, through 
which I drew an Undesired Line on the grass verge in parallel to an existing “undesired line”—
the perimeter fence of the Base.  
 
Throughout the time the performance was in progress, I made an online text artwork using the 
Twitter hashtag #UndesiredLine. One year later, I reactivated the #UndesiredLine textwork in 
order to analyze subsequent observations and to establish a platform (and outlet) to examine the 
complex reality of Gare Loch “duality.” I will look at the potential legacy for The Undesired 
Line, and how I can use the documentation: video, photos, daily journal writings, field recordings, 
tweets and maps. 
 
In addition to appraising my own work, I will discuss surveillance-focused artworks by David 
Rokeby, Janet Cardiff and The Surveillance Camera Players. I will also consider some of the 
ethical challenges of interactive art, as well as the implications and limitations of “piggy-backing” 
an online artwork onto existing online platforms such as Twitter and Google Maps. 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
2018 was the 50th anniversary year of the Faslane Nuclear Submarine Base (also known as Her 
Majesty’s Naval Base, Clyde or HMS Neptune).1 The Faslane Base is situated on the Gare Loch, 
a deep stretch of sea water that branches off the Firth of Clyde in Scotland. “The [UK] Secretary 
of State for Defence owns 53,522 acres of land principally around Garelochhead,” which includes 
the Coulport nuclear weapons storage facility and the nuclear submarine base.2, 3 
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My family has lived within a 16-mile radius of the Faslane Base since 1978, and for the past 18 
years on the east shore of the Gare Loch near its heavily surveilled perimeter fence.4 A series of 
sinister events in my neighborhood led me to embark on a 50-day, 224-mile pilgrimage and 
multidisciplinary project, which has enabled me to reflect upon my personal experiences of 
surveillance in the geographical region where I live.5, 6 

Surveillance, Art and Performance  
It is likely that the geographical region and the generation into which an individual is born may 
affect the variation in attitudes towards surveillance technologies and determine how consciously 
unnatural it feels to be surveilled. In the area of Scotland where I live, next to the UK’s heavily 
guarded nuclear weapons cache, the overt presence of military surveillance could lead one to 
think that the Cold War never really ended. However, elsewhere, the post-Cold War generation 
has grown up in a world where police and military surveillance technologies have crept 
insidiously into daily life.7 In the 1990s, the increase of “open street” CCTV systems and 
“biometric technologies” in North America and Europe prompted renewed scrutiny from artists 
and thinkers such as David Rokeby, Janet Cardiff and activist-performers The Surveillance 
Camera Players.8, 9 In addition to examining my own work, in this essay I will highlight artworks, 
performances and writings that have informed my Gare Loch Duality and the #UndesiredLine 
project work. The following examples demonstrate three aspects of surveillance that interest me; 
human behavior in surveilled space, being the watcher and being the watched.  
 

 
 

Figure 1. Taken, 2002, David Rokeby, live feed video installation, National Art Museum of 
China, Beijing, 2008, © David Rokeby. Image used with permission. 
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David Rokeby’s artworks have informed my understanding of the surveillance of space. 
Rokeby’s live feed video surveillance installation, Taken (2002), reveals how people respond to 
surveillance in a controlled semi-public environment. The installation recreates a facial 
recognition profiling system.10 On one side of the screen, the algorithm generates text adjectives 
that speculate character judgement on each tracked person who enters the space.11 On the other 
half, a transforming tableau provides an opportunity to interact and play with one’s own ghost 
images in relation to phantom traces of other viewers.12 The screen switches every few minutes to 
display a matrix of the participants’ mugshots.13 The Taken installation confirms Hille Koskela’s 
assertions that surveillance changes “the nature of space.”14  

When analyzing his own work, in his essay “Construction of Experience: Interface as Content,” 
Rokeby raises important ethical concerns:  

“[A]rtificial experiences subtly change the way we feel, perceive, interpret, and even describe our 
“real” experiences.… [W]e need to expand the terms of this interactive feedback loop from 
simply measuring functionality and effectiveness, to include an awareness of the impressions an 
interaction leaves on the user and the ways these impressions change the user’s experience of the 
world.”15 

Rokeby’s points have prompted me to consider how viewers interact with my project work. 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Eyes of Laura, 2004, Janet Cardiff, website still, Vancouver Art Gallery                                 
Vancouver, British Columbia © Janet Cardiff. (Image used with permission.) 

 
While I have been developing the Gare Loch Duality and the #UndesiredLine project, I have 
been thinking about the versatility of an online interactive surveillance artwork by Janet Cardiff. 
The Eyes of Laura (2004) was commissioned and hosted by the Vancouver Art Gallery.16 I was 
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fortunate to have had the opportunity to interact with it online before it was archived. Eyes of 
Laura was a fictional narrative; a 253-day blog-journal from the perspective of a security guard 
called Laura.17 It incorporated text, audio and staged video surveillance footage of characters 
outside the gallery.18 One of the interactive elements gave the viewer the option to control a live-
feed camera attached to the outside of Vancouver Art Gallery and to surveil real-time activities in 
Robson Square.19 I was drawn to the intuitive, accessible, multifaceted hybridity of this artwork 
that enticed the viewer to become immersed in the mystery of the narrative. In addition, by 
enabling the viewer to have the option to control the livestream surveillance camera and see the 
same cityscape as Laura, (as if through her “eyes”), the viewer could become the watcher of 
strangers.   
 

 
 

Figure 3. 1984, 1998, Surveillance Camera Players, performance video still                                         
© Surveillance Camera Players. (Image used with permission.) 

 
Unlike David Rokeby and Janet Cardiff, the Surveillance Camera Players did not define 
themselves as artists; they were activist street-theatre performers.20 From 1996–2006, they led 
CCTV tours in New York City and performed plays to audiences of security guards and police 
crews behind the cameras.21 They documented their production of George Orwell’s 1984 by 
shooting video of the police-camera CCTV monitors on the NYC subway platform, where the 
play took place.22 Like the Surveillance Camera Players, the primary audience for my Undesired 
Line walking performance (Spring, 2018) was the crew monitoring the Ministry of Defence 
(MoD) surveillance cameras along the sightline of the performance path. 
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Gare Loch Panopticon and the #UndesiredLine  
Much of the early literature written on “surveillance society” references Michel Foucault’s 
analysis of Jeremy Bentham’s panopticon prison design; a prison where the guards can see the 
prisoners, but the prisoners cannot see the guards.23 Inside the panopticon, the prisoners assume 
they are being observed at all times, and therefore they self-modify their behavior.24, 25 In the 
Gare Loch and Loch Long region in the West of Scotland, the panopticon analogy remains 
relevant, particularly regarding self-regulation and self-censorship. According to Joshua Franco (a 
senior research advisor and deputy director of Amnesty Tech at Amnesty International), “[i]f you 
feel you’re being watched, you self-police, and this pushes people out of the public space.”26 
Since Edward Snowden’s “disclosures” in 2013, in addition to the visible surveillance techniques, 
in the Gare Loch and Loch Long area, one can assume that all electronic communications and 
web searches are being monitored.27 Taking these factors into account, there are valid reasons to 
be concerned about the impacts of surveillance on the psychological well-being of individuals 
and communities. In their article “Experiencing the ‘Surveillance Society,’” psychologists Darren 
Ellis, Dave Harper and Ian Tucker raise concerns that “[t]he spread of surveillance across public 
and private space presents the potential for people’s sense of self and identity to be shaped by 
surveillance.”28 
 

 

Figure 4. Watching the Watcher, 2019, B. D. Owens, digital photo © B. D. Owens. 

 
The Gare Loch side and the loch water constitute a mostly publicly accessible space, even though 
there are significant restricted military zones. These restricted zones vary depending on the naval 
activity on the loch. People live in the old established villages and hamlets on the shoreline and 
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hillsides next to, and on, Ministry of Defence land. I live in the hamlet settlement of Shandon, 
within walking distance of the Faslane Nuclear Submarine Base. Daily walking is a part of my art 
practice. In the Autumn of 2017, it occurred to me that when I walked along the loch shore I 
always headed south in the opposite direction of the Base and its malevolent fence.29, 30 Who 
would want to wander under the watchful eye of surveillance cameras, next to rolls upon rolls of 
sinister razor wire and hostile security dog patrols? But even though I had been walking away 
from the Base, I began to observe a greater number of Ministry of Defence (MoD) police patrol 
cars.31 

 

Figure 5. We Live with This Fence, 2018, B. D. Owens, digital photo © B. D. Owens. 

 
My mother and nephew had already been questioned by an intimidating MoD police officer with 
a machine gun; they were only sitting quietly on the beach, watching curlews, turn-stones, and 
oystercatchers.32, 33 In another incident, six police officers came to search our garden because a 
neighbor called the police when they had seen someone suspicious on our lawn.34, 35 It was me 
practicing slow dance movement.   
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Figure 6. Dawn Chorus: Reflections Upon Surveillance, 2019, B. D. Owens,  
video still © B. D. Owens. 

 
There also seemed to be an increasing presence of police boats surveilling the loch (and shore) at 
all hours of the day and night.36 Often the surveillance boats accompanied me on my walks only 
100 meters or so from the shore, keeping in steady pace with my steps, marking a temporary 
white line on the surface of the dark water.37, 38 
 

 

Figure 7. Watching Me, Watching You: Reflections Upon Surveillance, 2019,  
B. D. Owens, video stills © B. D. Owens. 
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In her essay “Nuclear Materiality” in The Nuclear Culture Source Book, curator Ele Carpenter 
asserts that “[t]he discourse on [nuclear] materiality has shifted […] to physical and material 
concerns in which the public sphere is embedded politically, environmentally and 
psychologically.”39, 40 Obviously, over the lifetime of the Base, the primary focus of dissent and 
protest has been towards the nuclear weapons and submarines that are housed at Faslane and 
Coulport. However, in my project, I am highlighting the broader “materiality” that maintains 
military “Nuclear Culture”; a Military Nuclear Occupation of a pre-existing peaceful ecosystem 
in the Gare Loch and Loch Long region. In addition to the nuclear submarines, the domineering 
fence, heavy constant surveillance, and the frequent military exercises on the loch (and hillsides) 
are all factors that broaden the military nuclear materiality.41 These factors contribute to ongoing 
psychological tension and division in the local community. The Faslane fence is more than a 
piece of architecture that divides the landscape. 

“…We live with this fence. We carry the fence with us, it cuts through all of our 
relationships. #undesiredline #walking #fences #lines #durationalartwork”42 

There are many artists who have made lines through the process of durational performance. For 
example, Joseph DeLappe and Francis Alÿs have marked out lines along military-enforced 
mapped boundaries, whereas Ellie Harrison and Richard Long have made their intuitive travel 
lines visible.43, 44, 45, 46 In his 2013 work Project 929: Mapping the Solar, Joseph DeLappe drew a 
continuous line, with a bicycle-mounted chalk stick, onto the road surface on the civilian side of 
the military-controlled perimeter that encircles the Nevada Test Site “Area 51” and Nellis Air 
Force Range.47 DeLappe re-mapped that area to highlight its superior alternative potential use as a 
massive solar farm.48 A few years earlier, in 2004, Francis Alÿs performed and painted The Green 
Line by dribbling green paint onto the ground as he walked the “Green Line” route, a military-
guarded stretch which partitions Jerusalem.49 The original partition line was drawn “with a green 
grease pencil” onto a map during the cease-fire agreement of 1948.50 In 1967 UK, one year before 
the Faslane Base was opened, Richard Long made the artwork A Line Made by Walking.51 He 
repeatedly tramped a straight pathway into long-ish grass in a field.52 Half a century later, artist 
Ellie Harrison used a GPS tracking device to mark the presence of her invisible travel lines.53 As 
part of her Glasgow Effect project Harrison created GPS “heatmap” illustrations with the 
downloaded device data to show the boundary line of the artwork and route lines that she made 
throughout 2016.54 When I walk, I do not electronically track my trajectory. Nevertheless, I have 
contributed to many networks of “desire lines” in rural and urban settings.55 Humans and animals 
make paths; mark territory with both conscious and unconscious desire. 

“In places, my traces are becoming a pathway. #undesiredline #walking #pathway 
#durationalartwork”56 

Spring 2018, I decided to push back and consciously mark out territory.57 I undertook a 224-mile 
pilgrimage over 50 days; a daily walk from the front door of my house to the front door of the 
Faslane Nuclear Submarine Base.58, 59 A sustained, low-key disruption. It was a walking 
performance, through which I drew an Undesired Line on the grass verge in parallel to an existing 
“undesired line”—the perimeter fence of the Base.60, 61, 62 I claimed that stretch “of the fence as 
part of my sculpture.”63 64 65 Throughout the period of the performance/pilgrimage I kept a 
journal, collected field recordings, took a few sly photos and videos, had many interactions with 
the Ministry of Defence Police and made an online text-artwork using the Twitter hashtag, 
#UndesiredLine.66, 67, 68 
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“The spark of an arc beats a flashing pulse, where two lines are drawn too close. 
#undesiredline #fences #lines #walking #listening”69 

While I walked the line, the fence was being transformed, the razor wire removed and new 
electric fence erected; the Cold War “look” replaced by a 21st-century facade.70, 71 I made audio 
recordings of the clicking and buzzing sparks, deafening machine gun fire, loud speaker 
announcements and other soundscapes along the line of the Base perimeter.72 My digital audio 
recorder seemed to alarm the surveillance crews, and the military police were often dispatched to 
question me. I was up front that I was making an artwork, but I did not reveal that I was drawing 
a line. The patrols did regular drive-by observation, sometimes up to 12 times in a walk. I was 
questioned by the MoD police on most days, and I quickly became “known.”73 As self-
preservation, I performed a cheery confidence, but that was difficult to maintain. To evade police 
questioning tactics, I tried to steer the conversations away from me and towards the nature 
surrounding the Base. The subject matter of this police small talk included: deer sightings, snowy 
owls, cuckoos and the dawn chorus.74, 75 It was clear that the military police crews were very 
confused by our conversations, but perhaps entertained nonetheless. 

“Dragging one’s feet is hard work #undesiredline #walking #durationalartwork”76 

My early attempts at making a line with the “Richard Long technique” were scuppered, because 
MoD “vandals” obliterated my efforts with mowers.77, 78 So I switched technique to try to gouge 
deeper grooves.79 80 “I wore short-toothed urban crampons,” but because I was dragging my feet, 
over time they snapped and I had to mend them several times with wire.81 With the dragging 
technique, I made parallel lines in the grass, which resembled cross-country ski tracks.82, 83 It was 
a daily drag of discovery, documenting, observation, listening and reflection. My line marked the 
liminal zone between military occupation and civilian space. And although I was alone, I was 
making visible a line which had been trodden by thousands of peace-pilgrim-protesters over the 
previous 50 years. 
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Figure 8. The Undesired Line, 2018, B. D. Owens, performance,                                     
Faslane fence & parallel grooves in grass, digital photos © B. D. Owens. 

 
In her book Wanderlust: A History of Walking, Rebecca Solnit recounts the time, during the 
1980s, when she walked—and breached—the fence line of the Nevada Test Site, risking arrest 
along with other anti-nuclear peace protestors.84 “[They] bore a kind of bodily witness to [their] 
convictions, to the fierce beauty of the desert, and the apocalypses being prepared nearby.”85 
Unlike Solnit and her comrades, I neither breached, nor even touched the Faslane fence. I 
preferred my presence to be a persistent, prolonged and bewildering low-grade antagonism. The 
fact that I live in the neighborhood gave me an angle to defuse interactions with surveillance 
crews.86 I also dressed like a hill walker, and always wore the same black baseball cap so that I 
was easily recognized. And because I was making an artwork rather than an obvious protest, my 
presence was more accepted by the MoD police. In addition to these factors, I had the advantage 
of (and confidence in) Scotland’s unusual legal framework. Scotland’s Land Reform Act of 2003 
(also known as “the freedom to roam” legislation) allows walkers/hikers to roam across public 
and private land in Scotland (within reason).87 Each temporary breach of the “undesired line” was 
a psychological one, through human-to-human in-person interaction with military surveillance 
personnel. 

Legacy of the #UndesiredLine  
 
“Gare Loch duality. While the tide rises over the rocks, a heron peers patiently at the water, 
while a police boat surveils the shore. #undesiredline #heron #surveillance”88 
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It was only when I observed the scene of heron and police boat (June 2018), that I realized the 
scope of the reading of duality.89 In Spring 2019, I reactivated the #UndesiredLine hashtag on 
Twitter, in order to continue to observe and reflect upon the ongoing “Gare Loch duality.”90 The 
naval traffic along the loch, and most of the military exercises on the water, can be seen from my 
house or in the garden. I am continuing to make video clips, stills, tweets, poems and field 
recordings; piecing them together into narratives. I use a mobile phone camera to shoot video, 
pushing it further than its optical zoom in order to get a pixelated effect; referencing the look of 
older surveillance video.91 In contrast to the low-brow picture, I capture sound clips with a stereo 
digital recorder.  
 

 

Figure 9. Megaphone Wake Up, Saturday Morning 8am: Gare Loch Duality,                 
2019, B. D. Owens, video still © B. D. Owens 

 

By combining grainy visuals and clear sound, my aim is to bring attention to these textures. In the 
next stage of my project, I intend to position the individual narrative works into an interactive 
map artwork; a nautical chart of the Gare Loch rather than a land map. I had initially planned to 
make a video of a virtual walk along the Google Street View version of the “undesired” fence 
line, because the current Street View images are a historical document of the old Faslane fence 
from 2016. However, making a video of Google Street View breaks the Google user agreement.92 
It is curious and frustrating that Google has been given the right to photograph the Base fence yet 
ordinary persons have been prohibited. Even though I am not allowed to make a video of the 
Street View images for public distribution, it makes sense to link this online artwork with specific 
Google Maps satellite images and some of the Google Street View vistas.93 But my nautical chart 
of the Gare Loch will not have GPS tagging throughout in order to protect the location of my 
house. 

In addition to the pieces that I will embed in the mapping artwork, I have been making some 
intimate sculptures. Gare Loch Duality Jelly is an attempt to “preserve” the essence of the 
military and civilian activities which took place on the loch shore and on the water in that 
particular moment in time.94 I gifted these jars of jelly to some of the viewers who had been 
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interacting with the Twitter hashtag #UndesiredLine, as well as one lucky audience member who 
won a jar at the NEoN Festival Re@ct: Social Change Art Technology Symposium. 

“Gare Loch apples, crab apples & rowan berries boiled and strained and boiled again with 
fair-trade sugar and pectin. Jars of sweet amber set to a soundtrack of megaphones and 
machine guns. Gare Loch duality and the #undesiredline”95 
 

 

Figure 10. Gare Loch Duality Jelly, 2019, B. D. Owens,                                                           
fruit preserve in glass jars, text labels © B. D. Owens 

 
This multilayered, hybrid artwork would have been less versatile had I not had the opportunity to 
use Twitter to host the #UndesiredLine textwork. The textwork of tweets in the hashtag were the 
only documentation that I felt I could risk releasing publicly while making the pilgrimage 
performance. As a result, the tweets became the spine of the broader project. There are several 
advantages to piggy-backing an artwork onto an existing online platform such as Twitter. Twitter 
provides immediate access (including disability access) for an international audience to view and 
interact with the work, but the viewer has no need to sign up to a Twitter account in order to see 
tweets and hashtag pages. When using a Twitter hashtag, the tweets are contained together. As a 
consequence, one can gradually reveal the textwork in incremental episodes over time; this has 
the potential to keep the viewer/reader engaged. 

Twitter, however, is not a panacea. Generally, I find tweeting really stressful because mistakes 
cannot be edited, every tweet is a kind of performance. There are some other downsides to 
hosting the #UndesiredLine on Twitter. Given the high likelihood that the military are surveilling 
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my online communications, there is a significant potential for censorship. There is also the 
ubiquitous problem of trolls, bots and vandals that could ruin the project. More importantly, in 
purely practical terms, all digital platforms are precarious; for example, Twitter comments can 
disappear if users close their accounts or delete tweets. I admit that using Twitter to host an 
artwork is questionable; it is well established that Twitter is designed to “use the user” for “data 
mining.”96 Nevertheless, I see my project as an intervention. I am “using” Twitter back, claiming 
territory, taking up room in hashtag space with a textwork that is not particularly useful to 
“surveillance capitalism.”97 I encourage people to view the hashtag without logging in to Twitter, 
unless they wish to interact with the tweets. This will reduce some of the potential for data mining 
in relation to this project, with the exception of browser data and cookie collection. 

Throughout my multi-disciplinary practice, I aim to “examine and challenge binary, polarized 
doctrines and ideological positions, [with an attempt] to reveal nuances and complexities that may 
shift set-thinking and preconceptions.”98 My hope is that this will encourage dialogue. In some 
ways the tentative beginnings of dialogue have already appeared within Gare Loch Duality and 
the #Undesired Line. A number of one-to-one conversations with other locals have been made 
possible, because the artwork has offered an opportunity for people to open up and reveal what 
they think.  

Donna Haraway attests that when attempting to broach polarized subject matter,  

there is a strategic use to speaking the same idiom as the people that you are sharing the 
room with. You craft a good-enough idiom so you can work on something together. I go 
with what we can make happen in the room together. And then we go further 
tomorrow.99, 100 

People in this locality all share the common experience of intrusive military surveillance, and we 
all have the challenging task of navigating the “the fence” in our daily lives. Hopefully the Gare 
Loch Duality and the #UndesiredLine artwork holds broad enough elements of interest and 
reflection to draw people “[into] the room together [so we can] go further tomorrow.”101, 102 
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